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AE 510

Manufacturing tolerances

Tolerances in Manufacturing Introduction: Geometric tolerance is defined as the total amount that the dimension of a manufactured part can vary. With increasing accuracy or less variation in the dimension, the labor and machinery required to manufacture a part is more cost intensive. Any manufacturer should have a thorough knowledge of the tolerances to increase the quality and reliability of a manufactured part with the least expense possible. In fact, precision is engineered selectively. For instance, motorcycle parts are not manufactured with accuracies required in jet engines. Moreover, a knowledge of tolerances is essential for manufacturing with good quality and least material wastage. Few important principles that are followed in manufacturing products with tolerances are discussed briefly.
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AE 510 Tolerance fits between mating parts:

Manufacturing tolerances

Manufactured parts are characterized by a basic size, which is used for the general identification and the actual size which is the actual measured size of a manufactured part. The difference between the largest allowable shaft size and the smallest hole diameter is termed as the allowance. The quality of the fit is characterized by the allowance value. Clearance fit: An internal member that fits into an external part always has space or clearance between the parts. This fit is illustrated below:

Interference fit: The internal member is always larger than the external member. This requires the internal member to be forced into the external member. This fit is illustrated below:

Figure 1: Interference fit (Ref.2) It is seen that the lowest possible diameter of the shaft is higher than the highest possible diameter of the hole. This would clearly result in an interference fit. transition fit: This fit implies either an interference fit or a clearance fit condition.
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Manufacturing tolerances Figure 2: Transition fit (Ref.2)

It is noticed that a clearance fit is possible with the smallest shaft size and largest hole, whereas an interference fit results with the largest shaft size and the smallest hole. Line fit: Certain limits are specified so that a clearance or surface contact results when mating parts are assembled.

Form tolerances: Straightness: This form of tolerance specifies a tolerance zone for all the points on an element about a straight axis line.

Figure 3: Straightness (Ref.2) In the model shown above, it is required for the central axial line to be within a tolerance zone of 0.04 inches. Flatness: This refers to a tolerance characterized by two parallel planes within which an elemental surface lies.
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Figure 4: Flatness (Ref.2) In the model shown above, it is required that the surface has to be within a tolerance zone of 0.25 inches.

Roundness: This refers to a tolerance zone bounded by two concentric circles within which each circular element of the surface must lie.

Figure 5: Roundness (Ref.2) A circular tolerance zone of 0.25 inches is required in the model shown above.
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Cylindricity: This refers to a tolerance zone bounded by two concentric cylinders within which the surface of the element is bounded.

Figure 6: Cylindricity (Ref.2) A cylindrical tolerance zone of 0.25 inches over the axial length of the body is required in the model shown above.

Perpendicularity: This refers to the allowed variation in of a surface or medial plane at an axis which is at 90 degrees to a datum plane.

Figure 7: Perpendicularity (Ref.2)
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Manufacturing tolerances

In the model shown above, the perpendicularity of the vertical surface to the horizontal surface can be within a 0.12 inch tolerance zone. Positional tolerances: Tolerances are also applied to locations of characteristic members in a teaming member. For instance, a surface with a hole in it can have certain variations in the exact location of the hole in the surface. This is specified within certain tolerance values on dimensions in different axes.

Figure 8: Positional tolerance (Ref.2) In the model shown above, the location of the hole on the upper left corner can have a variation in the horizontal and vertical dimension by ± 0.01inches .
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Manufacturing tolerances

Certain systems are adopted in making toleranced dimensions on shafts and holes. Basic hole system: The minimum hole is taken as the basic size and an allowance for every other mating part is made from this dimension with tolerances being applied. This system is used in making tools used in making holes namely reamers, broaches etc. as shafts in general are machined to size easily. Basic shaft system: The maximum shaft is taken as the basic size and an allowance for every other mating part is made from this dimension with tolerances being applied. This system is used when several parts having different fits are required on a single shaft.

Certain approved tolerance values are used for different manufacturing processes.
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Manufacturing tolerances

In industry, different parts are manufactured with certain approved accuracy standards such as ANSI and ASME. Different manufacturing processes have different levels of accuracies is the sizing of the resulting products. For instance, it might be easier to size a surface to a certain accuracy by a certain manufacturing process than another process. Consequently, different manufacturing processes command different tolerance values.

Figure 9: Processes and tolerances (Ref.1) The model shown above shows different dimensional tolerances for parts manufactured from different manufacturing processes.
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Figure 10: Processes and tolerances (Ref.1)
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Manufacturing tolerances

As noticed in the model above, processes such as drilling, milling have higher tolerance values than lapping and honing. Again, these values are characterized by the feasibility and accuracy obtained from the process.
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Computer Aided Tolerancing: In Recent years, computers are used a lot in manufacturing parts with tolerances. Programs such as AEROCADD, AUTOCAD, CATIA and most leading design tools in industry are equipped with tolerance features. Algorithms and programming codes in existence today have the capability of allotting tolerance ranges to different miniature parts of complex mechanical systems. These are aimed at increasing the accuracy with least material wastage.
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Conclusions: Any manufacturer should have a thorough knowledge of the tolerances to increase the quality and reliability of a manufactured part with the least expense possible. In fact, precision is engineered selectively. The increased compatibility of a certain product with mating parts made by different manufacturers makes it more viable at the market scale. Careful tolerancing is an essential in achieving this. Moreover, a knowledge of tolerances is essential for manufacturing with least material wastage. Hence, good tolerancing principles followed by manufacturers are essential in reaping profits.
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